#4108 - 1956 Chevy Passenger Phantom
1

Remove grille by first drilling out 7 rivets across the top of factory grille. Now unbolt grille
from under hood and underneath car. Remove hood latch plate.

2

Remove cove chrome from bottom of grille and remount cove chrome to the car.

3

Cut turn signal lights out with saw so that nothing will protrude forward through the
opening made.

4

Insert Carriage Works billet grille by removing end bolts in the cross bar that go into
fender allowing it to twist so that the top tabs will go under the cross bar. Replace the
end bolts.

5

Center the billet grille and put screw clips on grille tabs and mount in the factory holes at
the top. On the bottom the front of the grille should overlap the cove chrome 1/16”. Drill
a 1/8” hole through the bottom tabs and fasten with #8 screws provided.
For installation of billet grilles that require cutting of the stock shell, proper tools, knowledge and skill are needed. Carriage Works is not
responsible for care & accuracy of the installation, only for Fit & Finish of its products. Use a qualified installer or contact original vendor for
references to complete all instructions.
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